
The European asset manage-
ment industry has had another 
year of growth in 2014. As-

sets under management (AuM) rose 
8.4% in the first half of the year. For 
the first time, AuM have amounted 
to more than €10 trillion since the 
first quarter of 2014, and have more 
than doubled in the last 10 years. The 
proportion of AuM for cross-border 
funds distributed in Europe has in-
creased spectacularly, from 27% to 
40% at end-2013. The success of 
the UCITS brand, combined with in-
creased international distribution, has 
pushed up the European market share 
of Luxembourg domicilied funds 
from 20% to 27% and doubled the 
market share of Irish funds to 14%. 
Funds from those two countries are 
distributed all around the world.

To take advantage of the international 
market, Europe's leading fund pro-
ducers can no longer rely on distribu-
tion in their domestic markets, where 
sales volumes are flat. Increasingly, 
asset management companies in those 
countries are marketing their funds 
internationally to find new sources 

of growth in more buoyant markets. 
They are using the opportunities pro-
vided by the European UCITS IV 
directive, which allows wider distri-
bution of traditional funds in Europe, 
and the AIFMD, which extends the 
notion of the European passport to 
cover alternative funds. Marketing 
funds internationally gives rise to a 
number of challenges: adjusting or-
ganisations, commercial strategies 
and product ranges, deciding whether 
to sell domestic, Luxembourg or Irish 
funds, selecting the distribution coun-
tries, obtaining authorisations from 
local supervisory authorities, getting 
to know the relevant regulations, and 
monitoring AuM, commissions and 
investor identification in each coun-
try. To help companies meet those 
challenges, CACEIS makes ongoing 
adjustments to its services at every 
stage of the fund marketing process, 
to suit each client's strategy. Its teams 
have expertise in all the various local 
regulations and operating processes. 
They help asset management compa-
nies with registration, order centrali-
sation, AuM monitoring and commis-
sion calculations. 

FLOW MONITORING SUITED 
TO GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION 
Europe is the largest market for 
European asset management com-
panies, but those companies are in-
creasingly marketing their funds in 
regions where demand is growing, 
i.e. Asia, North America and South 
America. New European and local 
regulations require greater transpar-
ency from the various participants, 
stringent control over financial flows 
and the disclosure of more informa-
tion to the tax authorities (FATCA). 
In addition, there are specific lo-
cal laws regarding inducements in 
the UK and Netherlands. Within 
this framework, CACEIS launches 
its new fund distribution platform, 
which uses open-source technol-
ogy to adjust quickly to changes in 
distribution channels and allow ef-
fective management of operational 
flows (order collection, marking, 
routing and settlement) regardless 
of the country in which the distribu-
tor, investor or fund jurisdiction is 
located. 
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Looking back over 2014, I would like 
to highlight the major developments 
that I believe define the year for 
CACEIS. Firstly, the expansion of 
our product and service offering 
and secondly, the extension of our 
geographic coverage.
CACEIS’s Private Equity, Real Estate, 
Securitisation (PERES) service offering 
has been enhanced far beyond 
custody, fund administration and 
depositary bank services. We support 
clients seeking to take full advantage 
of AIFMD opportunities throughout 
the entire investment life cycle, from 
initial investment to exit and from 
valuing portfolio interests to collecting 
revenues. Our clients are in a position 
to delegate day-to-day investment 
monitoring, cash management and 
investor relations support to CACEIS, 
which enables them to optimise their 
middle-office operations and investor 
communication while reducing risk 
and administrative costs. 
In 2014, CACEIS deepened its clearing 
offer and extended it to launch an 
innovative ‘Execution-to-Custody’ 
model which provides clients with a 
single platform allowing execution 
and clearing of cash equities, 
and listed derivatives that is fully 
integrated into CACEIS's global 
custody, fund administration services 
and reporting backbone. This ‘E-to-C’ 
model is designed to permit clients 
to focus on their core activity by 
streamlining flows, operations and  
administrative tasks whilst operating 
in full compliance with MiFID 
Directives and EMIR regulations. 
In terms of our group’s geographic 
expansion, our new bank in Italy, 
bringing our full range of services 
to Italian market players, is already 
supporting a significant number of 
new clients, and is showing a strong 
potential for growth in 2015. And as 
part of our strategy of expanding our 
presence in more European centres, 
we also have applied for a custody 
and depositary bank licence in the UK 
and Switzerland and are waiting for 
the regulatory authorisations to offer 
more services to clients in  
both markets. 
Overall, CACEIS has made strong 
progress in 2014, and my thanks go 
to our clients, who through their own 
product innovation and commercial 
impetus, drive us to develop ever 
more efficient and wide ranging 
services to support their business 
needs. I would like to take this 
opportunity to wish all our clients 
worldwide, a happy and  
prosperous 2015 
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CACEIS launches its new fund distribution platform to support the 
international development of asset management companies.
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By implementing a TA platform and 
a database shared by all its entities 

for funds, distributors and investors 
accounts, CACEIS can store infor-

mation on the securities, the financial 
intermediaries, the investors involved 
and thus can address current and fu-
ture tax and regulatory requirements 
(MiFID II). In addition, this shared 
framework allows investors and dis-
tributors to expedite administrative 
burdens in CACEIS' various loca-
tions thanks to existing data, allow-
ing faster marketing of funds. Inter-
faces with international distribution 
platforms (Fundsettle, Vestima+, 
EMX, NSCC, etc.) and fund super-
markets (MFEX, Allfunds, etc.) have 
been improved.
Asset management companies, their 
distributors and investors also ben-
efit from CACEIS' call centres in 
Europe, America and Asia, which 
cover all time zones and provide a 
round-the-clock service, answering 

questions about funds, account open-
ing and orders. To improve security 
and the STP rate, distributors will be 
able to place orders directly online 
using OLIS Trade. New reporting 
tools will help fund managers, inter-
mediaries and final investors moni-
tor AuM and order-related cash flow 
projections online, in real time.

CONSOLIDATED, DETAILED 
OVERVIEW OF AUM BY 
DISTRIBUTOR AND INVESTOR
The growing number of distribution 
channels and countries makes it dif-
ficult for asset management com-
panies to identify distributors and 
investors, and to monitor AuM and 
commissions. CACEIS offers them a 
comprehensive overview of distribu-
tor and investor positions, calculates 

AuM-based commissions, and can 
handles commission payments. 
The new fund distribution platform 
allows asset management companies 
to choose an interactive model, allow-
ing them to manage changes in their 
distribution network and commis-
sions in order to obtain quick, reliable 
information as their business devel-
ops. Asset management companies 
also obtain comprehensive reporting 
in whichever format and communica-
tion tool they require.

These services enable asset manage-
ment companies to adjust and en-
hance their distribution networks in 
line with their actual performance, 
and reduce their fixed costs by re-
moving the need to monitor sales and 
calculate fees  
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LAURENT MAJCHRZAK, Head of Operational Line, FDS, CACEIS
and ETIENNE CARMON, Senior Business Analyst, FDS, CACEIS

Comgest, which has more than €18 
billion in assets under management, 
has since its creation developed an 
international strategy. Could you 
describe for us your management 
philosophy and marketing choices?
Comgest has defined itself, ever since 
its creation in 1985, as an investor in 
long-term, high-quality growth. We have 
developed a style of management that is 
independent of current trends, with our 
performance reflecting earnings growth 
at the companies we invest in. We have 
remained true to our beliefs, which we are 
able to present in all parts of the world. In 
an environment where the distribution of 
companies' revenue is less and less linked 
to the market on which they are listed, 
we have a global platform of analysts and 
managers feeding into research in the 
various geographical regions. For example, 
our presence in Hong Kong and Singapore 
helps us understand L'Oréal's strategy 
in Asia, as well as those of Japanese 
technology exporters. Global equity 
portfolios now represent more than 10% 
of Comgest’s assets and our Global equity 
team both leverages our longstanding 
Europe, Asia or Global Emerging Markets 
expertises and facilitates a fruitful 
exchange of information across teams.
Some 25% of our clients are in France. 
North America, which has seen strong 
growth in recent years, accounts for 
nearly 20%; Germany for around 15%, the 
Benelux nations for 12%, the UK for about 

10% and Switzerland 
for 7%. The rest are in 
Asia and the Middle 
East. Our clients 
share our long-
term philosophy. 
Most are pension 
funds, foundations 
and institutional 
investors, but there 
are also private banks, family offices and 
independent financial advisers. So we 
serve all types of client, which meets our 
diversification target. 

How have you organised yourselves to 
drive growth internationally?
Our sales teams in Paris cover France, the 
UK, Italy, Spain, the USA and the Middle 
East. The teams in Tokyo cover Japan, and 
our Hong Kong teams the rest of Asia, from 
Korea to Australia. Lastly, our Dusseldorf 
office handles Germany and Austria.
We also have agreements with dedicated 
distribution teams covering the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Canada and Israel.
We have UCITS IV and AIFM passports, 
but our international expansion was well 
established before the introduction of 
these directives, and we make only very 
marginal use of the possibilities they 
offer. We remain selective regarding the 
countries in which we distribute our 
products, identifying potential investors 
before registering our funds where 
necessary. We have an Irish registered 

SICAV with sub funds which provides 
our international distribution vector. 
This is registered in around fifteen 
countries, reflecting Comgest's different 
geographical strategies. For example, 
Comgest is seeking to move into the 
Spanish market by selling this SICAV. 
Comgest is also expanding its presence in 
North America, where we are preparing 
an application for SEC registration, having 
already developed strong links with 
Canadian investors. We also export French 
registered funds, mainly to Germany, the 
Netherlands and Belgium.

MiFID II will affect the balance of 
remuneration between fund managers 
and distributors. How does Comgest 
address these issues and how does 
CACEIS help you in the management of 
outstandings and inducements?
Our growth policy favours remuneration 
in line with respect for our long-term 
investors and our management universe, 
so the directive will not affect our model 
directly. The difficulty comes in the 
technical aspects of managing both 

outstanding amounts in countries where 
inducements are banned, like the UK and 
the Netherlands, and where these are still 
authorised.
Inducements will probably continue 
to exist for some time. The difficulty for 
asset managers is to maintain an ever-
growing number of elements (standards, 
institutional and retail investors, on 
platforms which in each case are adapted 
to the various distribution models used in 
the countries in which we are active). 
Identifying our investors without the 
mechanism of inducements is another 
challenge that we can overcome thanks 
to the involvement of CACEIS, which can 
mark orders and provide the information 
to us in a report. This information is 
essential in developing a solid sales policy.

Under MiFID II the traditional division of 
labour between managers and distributors 
is set to change, and the commercial 
challenge is to establish clearly one's 
brand, one's identity and one's style. We 
believe that Comgest has the strengths it 
needs to do so successfully  

Interview with Philippe LEBEAU, Head of Investor Relations, Comgest
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The OFI group was created in 2004 as a multi-
management platform within the OFI LUX 
subsidiary in Luxembourg. Can you describe 
its main principles and aims?
The OFI group has been active in Luxembourg 
since 2004, offering open-architecture 
management to a client base of institutional 
investors, private banks, family offices and 
distribution platforms. OFI Lux, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the OFI group, which has 
more than 61 billion euros in assets under 
management, has become the focal point for its 
international development strategy. OFI Lux has 
real expertise in the selection of asset managers 
and in the allocation of managed assets. It also 
embodies the OFI group’s international presence 
by managing funds as Single Select Investment 
for cross border distribution. We have a 
local structure scaled to achieve the group's 
international and growth targets, which are 
concentrated on the markets of the European 
Union. 

In France OFI group markets the new 
Luxembourg sub funds of its specialised 
investment fund (SIF), Single Select 
Investment. What legal, administrative and 
operational aspects of CACEIS's services have 
helped you in the distribution of these funds?
OFI holds a QFII licence, for the Luxembourg sub 
funds of the SIF Single Select Investment, OFI 
HAN and OFI SONG funds, which has allowed 
it to invest directly in the Chinese market. 
Since then OFI HAN has invested in equities in 
the Chinese domestic market. OFI SONG was 
created in 2014 to invest in the bond market 

in order to offer investors the opportunity to 
switch between the two sub funds. All group 
management companies are AIFM approved, 
which makes international distribution of these 
Luxembourg registered funds easier.
CACEIS, the depositary bank and fund 
administrator for the funds, helped the OFI 
group in the registration process with the 
French regulator, preparing the notification 
letter after having obtained a certificate from 
the market authority in Luxembourg (CSSF), and 
in the procedure for the registration of one the 
first alternative Luxembourg funds in Euroclear 
France, acting as a centralising correspondent. 
This was one of the first operations of this type 
in France, and these services were provided 
successfully and on schedule by CACEIS thanks 
to close relationship between their French and 
Luxembourg teams, thus facilitating distribution 
of these funds to our French clients.
CACEIS will continue to help us with post-
registration services, by meeting a number of 
requirements, such as providing supervisors 
with financial reports and informing investors 
about the events of the funds.
We also hope to receive a RQFII licence in 
China (qualified foreign institutional investor in 
Renminbi), which will allow us to market daily 
liquidity UCITS funds 

Interview with Vincent RIBUOT, Marketing and Strategy Director, OFI AM

To support asset management 
companies in the cross-
border marketing of their 

funds, CACEIS pools the following 
services within its fund structuring 

department: advisory, registration 
assistance, regulatory change moni-
toring and information for inves-
tors/stockmarket authorities.
Clients have a single point of con-
tact, an expert in the administrative 
complexities of registering funds in 
all European countries.

FUND REGISTRATION WITH 
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
The legal team within the fund 
structuring department sets up a 
marketing application file by col-
lecting the necessary documenta-

tion and, where needed, assists the 
asset management company in fi-
nalising documents. CACEIS coor-
dinates the registration of all types 
of funds (UCITS, venture capital, 
real estate, alternative) with local 
regulators. Managers can track the 
progress of the formalities with the 
help of a retroplanning tool that 
gives indicative timings for register-
ing the fund with the local authori-
ties. Asset management companies 
benefit from CACEIS’s operational 
efficiency, which is acknowledged 
among European market authorities, 
maximising the legal possibility to 
obtain their marketing authorisation 
within ten days from the submission 
of the application.

POST-REGISTRATION 
INFORMATION
A key advantage is that CACEIS 
carries out a market watch for the as-
set management company that con-
tributes to the proper maintenance 
of the distribution authorisation in 
the event of a change in regulation. 
The fund structuring team monitors 
regulatory change in the countries 
where the asset manager’s funds are 
being marketed. CACEIS regularly 
informs the regulators of changes 
made to fund prospectuses by asset 
managers. Via the asset manager’s 

website or legal announcements, 
the fund structuring department 
send investors annual statements 
confirming that the funds have been 
managed in compliance with local 
regulations, periodic reports, share-
holding meeting resolutions for in-
vestment funds and information on 
any event linked to the future of the 
fund (merger, demerger, change of 
delegate, etc).

PAYING AGENT SERVICES
The asset management companies 
save time and ensure the security of 
their operations by delegating the 
registration of their funds for dis-
tribution to CACEIS. The Group is 
present in the main European fund 
distribution countries and performs 
the role of local agent or centralising 
correspondent. Its experts have facil-
itated the first registration in France 
of a Luxembourg alternative invest-
ment fund for OFI AM on whose be-
half it acts as centralising agent.

With the assistance of CACEIS fund 
structuring team, asset management 
companies are able to meet com-
pliance regulations, improve their 
operational efficiency and speed 
up the marketing of their funds in 
Europe by overcoming administra-
tive obstacles 

A centralised platform for 
registering funds in Europe

Asset management 
companies benefit 
from a single point of 
contact to help them 
register their funds in 
Europe. 

ELIANE MEZIANI, Head of Fund Structuring, FDS, CACEIS

Seven Capital 
Management 
Seven Capital Management has selected 
CACEIS as centralising agent for its 
Seven Lux SICAV SIF within the 
framework of the BlackSnake sub-fund 
being admitted to Euroclear France on 
24th November.  
Seven Capital Management is the first 
alternative investment management 
company in France to receive 
AIFM (Alternative Investment Fund 
Managers) approval. The BlackSnake 
sub-fund is one of the first AIF SIFs 
to be admitted to Euroclear France. 
Johann Schwimann, CEO of 
Seven Capital Management stated: 
“BlackSnake’s admission to Euroclear 
France is a key step in distributing 
the Seven Lux SICAV SIF. CACEIS 
supported the launch of BlackSnake 
as depositary, fund administrator 
and transfer agent in Luxembourg. 
The range of international inflow 
handling services CACEIS provides us 
in Luxembourg is complemented by its 
role as centralising agent in France. We 
now cover all of the countries where we 
are aiming to distribute our funds.” 

 
ERES
ERES, a management company 
specialised in employee savings 
solutions, has chosen CACEIS 
to provide depositary and fund 
administration services for all of its 
employee savings funds. The deal 
covers around 50 funds with assets of 
close to one billion euros.  
According to Nicolas Vachon, CEO of 
ERES: “Through this partnership the 
funds concerned will benefit from the 
support of France’s leading provider of 
asset servicing. We based our decision 
on CACEIS’s expertise in the area 
of employee savings funds, its open 
architecture reporting system and the 
relationship it has already developed 
with our partner custody account 
keepers.” 

 
CPR Asset Management
CPR Asset Management has chosen 
CACEIS as the asset servicing partner 
for “CPR Invest”, its first Luxembourg 
law UCITS fund, for which the first two 
sub-funds were launched on  
29th August. CACEIS will act as 
depositary and central administrator for 
the CPR Invest Sicav.  
Jean-François Griveaud, Deputy 
Chief Executive Officer of CPR Asset 
Management, said: “The launch of 
our Luxembourg UCITS SICAV will 
allow us to speed up the distribution 
of our funds in Europe and then Asia. 
This approach is part of our strategy 
to double the amount of international 
assets under management. CACEIS 
is our partner of choice with a strong 
presence in Europe, and has been 
working with us for a long time, 
supporting the development of our 
business.” 

NEW BUSINESS
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AXA IM chooses  
CACEIS on the 
strength of its 
depositary expertise 
for both mutual and 
special funds in 
Germany.

AXA Real Estate, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of AXA 
Investment Managers (AXA 

IM), is the largest real estate portfo-
lio and asset manager in Europe1 with 
over €53 billion of assets under man-

agement as at the end of September 
2014. It has over 160 third party in-
stitutional clients spread across the 
world, in addition to managing funds 
for 10 AXA insurance companies. 
AXA Investment Managers Deutsch-
land GmbH (AXA IM DE) has a 
strong footprint in the German real 
estate funds business together with 
managing real estate investments on 
behalf of separate account clients in 
Germany.
 
A CLEAR UNIQUE SELLING 
PROPOSITION
In 2013, AXA IM DE launched a re-
quest for proposal (RFP) in Germany 
regarding the depositary mandate of 

its open-ended real estate funds. “We 
invited tenders in order to check the 
depository services for the benefit of 
our investors,” explained Christoph 
Mölleken, Managing Director of 
AXA Investment Managers Deutsch-
land GmbH. There were seven pro-
viders participating in this RFP. 
CACEIS had a clear Unique Selling 
Proposition (USP) on real estate 
funds for both mutual and special 
funds in Germany. 

During AXA IM’s selection process, 
CACEIS’s wide experience in busi-
ness migration as well as its status as 
a leading independent, third-party de-
positary, were decisive factors.

The new depositary mandate for 
CACEIS was characterised by two 
different types of real estate funds: 
open-ended public mutual funds as 
well as special funds. In Germany, 
special funds are dedicated to insti-
tutional investors only: Their design 
reflects the individual and regulatory 
requirements of professional inves-
tors. "All funds were transferred with 
the necessary accuracy and on sched-
ule,” Mölleken added. As such, both 
AXA IM DE and CACEIS are look-
ing forward to the development of 
their business relationship 

1Source: INREV Survey 2013 published 
in May 2014

Asset Managers who 
distribute foreign 

funds in Italy benefit 
with CACEIS from 

one single entry point 
for fund structuring, 

notification, 
administration and 
local paying agent 

services. 

On the Italian market, the 
Local Paying Agent ac-
tivity, previously known 

as a Banca Corrispondente (now 
Soggetto Incaricato dei Pagamenti 
or SIP) was a legal requirement for 
all the foreign asset managers who 
wanted to distribute their UCITS 
funds within the local retail mar-
ket.  The mandatory recourse to 
this centralising agent was then  
lifted, but distribution networks 

had little incentive to insource this 
activity (with complex tax and reg-
ulatory obligation) that represents 
an administrative burden in terms 
of human and financial resources: 
consequently the Local Paying 
Agent or SIP is still used by almost 
the entire Italian market.  

The SIP acts as an intermediary 
between foreign law funds dis-
tributed in Italy and the network 
of fund distributors which include 
banks, financial advisor networks 
and SIM (regulated investment 
companies in charge of fund dis-
tribution). Its primary role is to 
capture individual orders for a par-
ticular UCITS fund from the distri-
bution networks’ retail investors, 
aggregate them and then transmit 
bulked orders via a TA’s omnibus 
account, whether the TA is located 
in Luxembourg, France or Ireland 
etc. - (i.e. fund execution and order 
routing). Italian SIPs differ from 
other centralising agents in that 
they keep a register of each indi-
vidual investment of the investors, 

but send bulked transaction via 
the TA’s omnibus account for the 
UCITS. So transaction volumes 
handled by SIPs are substantially 
higher than those of a Luxembourg 
TA that deals with institutional cli-
ents. The SIP’s business is a retail 
business and a high volume one:  
some funds may have 1000 trans-
actions per day. 
In addition to order routing, the 
SIPs manage tax issues, such as 
calculation and liquidation of taxes 
related to capital gains on UCITS 
investments. SIPs also handle 
Italy’s specific regulatory report-
ing requirements. 

CACEIS ENTERS THE LOCAL 
PAYING AGENT BUSINESS
In Italy, CACEIS acts as depositary 
bank and fund administrator for 
Italian domiciled funds, but by en-
tering the Local Paying Agent busi-
ness, the group can also cover the 
growing foreign law funds invest-
ment segment of the market, which 
in Italy represents about 70% of the 
total investment fund market.  

The market for SIP services is a 
highly-competitive, high volume/
low margin business. Profitability 
in the Local Paying Agent func-
tion also depends heavily on au-
tomated systems able to process 
transactions with a high level of 
STP. Clearly there are exceptions 
where manual processing is un-
avoidable (personal circumstance 
linked to the investor) but the vast 
majority of processing carried out 
by SIPs is fully-automated. SIP 
business is handled by a local team 
in Italy that works closely with the 
Luxembourg-based fund distribu-
tion team which handles all the 
links with the TA and bulk order 
processing.

CACEIS is bringing its Local 
Paying Agent services to Italy 
to support clients based in other 
countries who actively distribute 
their products in Italy 

IDeA FIMIT Sgr
IDeA FIMIT sgr, the leading real 
estate management company in Italy 
with €10 billion in AuM, has selected 
CACEIS as the depositary for its new 
closed-end real estate fund, Armonia. 
The Armonia fund has assets of €175 
million and comprises 113 buildings, 
including some luxury properties. 
CACEIS Italy is already the 
depositary for several funds managed 
by IDeA FIMIT sgr. 
This mandate consolidates CACEIS’s 
position among the key players in 
Italy’s real estate fund service sector. 
CACEIS is already the leading 
independent depositary in France 
and Germany for real estate funds 
and it holds a prominent position in 
Switzerland and Luxembourg. 
Roberto Colapinto, Head of Regional 
Coverage for Southern European 
and Latin American clients for 
CACEIS Group, commented: “This 
is a prestigious mandate for us in 
the strategic real estate fund service 
sector, in which our clients benefit 
from our international experience and 
our complete understanding of the 
local market. The creation of a fund 
such as Armonia is a positive sign for 
real estate funds in Italy, which have 
huge potential for growth." 

IVG’s real estate funds
IVG Institutional Funds GmbH (IVG 
IF), Germany’s Frankfurt am Main-
based market leader in real estate 
special funds has selected CACEIS 
as depositary for the majority of its 
open-end real estate funds.  
By the end of February 2015, IVG 
IF will transfer a € 6.3 billion 
portfolio from former depositary Sal. 
Oppenheim to CACEIS. The decision 
to appoint CACEIS was the result of a 
transparent tender process conducted 
by IVG IF. 
"We have made an informed decision 
in selecting CACEIS. The decisive 
factor was a combination of CACEIS 
belonging to a solid banking group, 
the company’s broad expertise 
in real estate special funds, and its 
well-proven expertise in performing 
large fund migrations", said Irmgard 
Linker, Managing Director and CFO 
of IVG IF.  
"We are further encouraged by IVG 
IF’s decision to engage our services. 
We will perform the migration of the 
vast majority of the portfolios held at 
Sal. Oppenheim to CACEIS by the end 
of February 2015," said Holger Sepp, 
Board Member of CACEIS Bank 
Deutschland. This step was possible 
after Sal. Oppenheim announced 
in May 2014 the transfer of its 
depositary function for real assets to 
CACEIS, subject to the approval of 
clients. “This will strengthen our role 
as the leading independent depositary 
for real estate funds in Germany," 
added Holger Sepp 

NEW BUSINESS Bringing a new Local Paying 
Agent offer to the Italian market

  CACEIS can 
cover the growing 
foreign law funds 
investment segment 
of the market, which 
in Italy represents 
about 70% of the total 
investment fund 
market.  
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AXA IM has selected CACEIS for 
its German real estate business

CACEIS’ FIRST SIP BUSINESS MANDATE IN ITALY 

CACEIS’ Italian market Local Paying Agent function (Soggetto Incaricato dei 
Pagamenti or SIP) is available as of January 2015. In a parallel project, CACEIS is 
connecting all SIP systems to its banking, payment and fund distribution systems. 

Local Paying Agents use an XML format that the industry is continuously seeking 
to standardise in order to simplify and reduce barriers to entry on the market. 

Standardisation also facilitates the process of switching SIP provider and CACEIS 
aims to take advantage of this.

A large migration project with a primary Italian bank, which 
represents approximately €2 billion in UCITS assets distributed 
within its network and some 100,000 transactions a year, is well 
underway. The agreement will allow CACEIS to act as SIP on a range 
of SICAVs of our existing clients as well as for some 20 foreign asset 
managers whose funds are distributed by this bank in Italy. 

ROBERTO COLAPINTO, Head of Regional Coverage, Southern Europe -  Latin America, CACEIS



The OLIS interactive 
transaction site gives 
CACEIS clients 
a graphical and 
customisable view  
of their data.

Since November 2014, 
CACEIS's clients have been 
enjoying the benefits of a 

new version of the OLIS transaction 
website, with rapid access to the 

information and improved viewability 
thanks to a more spacious design. 
New functionalities are available 
at all times from any type of fixed 
or mobile device, with touchscreen 
enabling users to interact.

A COMPREHENSIVE 
INTERACTIVE 
RELATIONSHIP
From the home screen, users have 
better visibility over and more direct 
access to all the information asso-
ciated with their relationship with 
CACEIS: custody, middle-office, 

cash, treasury, fund administra-
tion, depositary, monitoring of fund 
distribution network, performance 
measurement and risk analysis. 
Previously available functionalities 
are kept, and clients can maintain 
their existing usage pattern while en-
joying greater flexibility. In addition, 
they benefit from online financial 
information, detailed descriptions 
of local markets and information es-
sential to their order placing, such as 
deadlines for instructions. The tab-
based display allows them to per-
form simultaneous searches and data 

reproduction operations. Clients 
can interact with their Relationship 
Manager by sending inquiries about 
the transactions on display.

FUNCTIONALITIES FOR 
ASSET MANAGERS
With OLIS, clients benefit from 
tools for analysing their assets: up-
to-date accurate information, intui-
tive functionalities, graphics and a 
wide access to data to facilitate their 
decision-making. They can rapidly 
consolidate the information of their 
choice, monitor and analyse perfor-

mances and thus demonstrate the ad-
vantages of their strategy. 

Mobile access enables asset manag-
ers to send urgent transactions when 
travelling, such as validating net as-
set values from mobile handsets with 
the help of new functionalities.

OLIS offers additional services: re-
al-time reporting, covering all types 
of assets and instructions, download-
able in several formats. The transac-
tion website is available 24/7 in a 
totally secure environment 

Since the end of June 2014, 
the AMF has authorised the 
Swing Pricing mechanism in 

France. This brings a new tool to 
asset management companies, al-
lowing them to protect long-term 
investors and improve equality be-
tween investors.
Against a background of increas-
ingly liquidity risk in bond and 
small cap markets, significant fund 
redemptions can have a substantial 
negative impact on fund perfor-

mance. There can be a sizeable dif-
ference between apparent market 
conditions and the actual prices for 
assets sold. Net asset value (NAV) 
may therefore prove to be overes-
timated. This valuation difference, 
plus the transaction costs involved 
(tax, commissions, etc.) will only 
be reflected in the following valu-
ation and will thus be borne by 
long-term investors.

A METHOD USED WITH 
SUCCESS ABROAD
Swing Pricing was authorised in 
2001 by the FSA in the United 
Kingdom and has gradually taken 
hold elsewhere, most notably in 
Luxembourg and Switzerland. The 
method has established itself as an 
effective way of protecting long-
term investors. In 2011, at least 15 
of the 30 biggest asset management 
companies in Luxembourg had ad-
opted Swing Pricing1 and the trend 
is towards more widespread use.
These experiences have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the 
method in the event of difficult 
market conditions. Swing Pricing 
has therefore proved itself more 
acceptable commercially than oth-
er anti-dilution methods such as 
subscription/redemption charges, 
whilst at the same time accurately 
passing on the effects of transac-
tions to those investors changing 
their positions. However, frequent 
swings can lead to significant vola-
tility in NAV, particularly when the 
direction of net investment chang-
es between two valuations. The 
method has therefore been refined 
through the use of Partial Swing 
Pricing, which helps limit volatil-
ity whilst at the same time retain-
ing the effective protection offered 
by the method.

5 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN 
SWING PRICING
Drawing on its experience in 
managing Swing Pricing for its 
Luxembourg clients, CACEIS has 
played an active role in the prepa-
ration of AFG’s recommendations 
on the topic2, and has adapted its 
systems and processes in order 
to offer its French clients Swing 
Pricing solutions.

Swing Pricing is implemented via 
the Swing Factor, with or with-
out a threshold. These parameters 
(Swing Factor and thresholds) 
can be adjusted, according to the 
defined frequency with clients 
(usually once a quarter) which en-
ables asset managers to tune them 
precisely to their management 
styles and to market conditions. 
In addition, the procedure used by 
CACEIS allows Straight Through 
Processing (STP) and does not in-
troduce any additional exchange of 
data with the client as net invest-
ment information is gathered by 
CACEIS directly from the Transfer 
Agent, whilst the fund manager 
validates NAV in the same way 
irrespective of whether Swing 
Pricing is used. 

CACEIS is enhancing its fund ad-
ministration offering to support its 
clients by fully meeting their needs 
and ensuring that they have effec-
tive and adaptable solutions to help 
protect their investors from market 
conditions 

1 Swing Pricing report, ALFI,  
February 2011
2Charter of good conduct in Swing 
Pricing and adjustable fund subscription/
redemption charges 2014, AFG

Asset management 
companies benefit 
from CACEIS’s Swing 
Pricing expertise  
when seeking to 
introduce this 
approach in France.

Swing Pricing consists of adjusting the net asset value 
applied to subscriptions and redemptions as a function of the 
direction of net subscription at the end of the day. 

The Swing Factor: is calculated on the basis of transaction 
costs and volatility effects. NAV is increased by this factor in 
the event of net subscription, and reduced by it in the event of 
net redemption. 

Repricing: for bond assets. Valuation will be based on ask 
prices when there is net subscription and on the bid prices 
when there is net redemption. 

Partial Swing Pricing: Under this method, Swing Pricing is 
fine-tuned by the addition of trigger thresholds, set so that 
the Swing is only triggered if net subscription can be covered 
via the fund’s cash holdings, without the need for asset 
transactions.

The Swing Factor may be symmetrical (a single factor applied 
upwards or downwards depending on the direction of net 
subscription) or asymmetrical (different Swing Factors for net 
subscription and net redemption).

Focus

16 17 18 190 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

ERIC LOFFICIAL, Head of UCITS accounting 
team, CACEIS

Fine tuning the Swing Pricing service
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OLIS: Find out about the new version



Crédit Agricole Assurances, 
via its Predica subsidi-
ary, has launched the first 

euro-growth investment product, 
‘Objectif programmé’, which has 
been available since 13 October 
via the private banks of LCL and 
Crédit Agricole. It can be taken out 
for a period ranging from 8 to 40 
years, with a partial capital guar-
antee (from 80%) or total guaran-
tee (100%), according to the situ-
ation and expectation of the client. 
Crédit Agricole Assurances has ap-

pointed CACEIS as valuer for the 
assets of the euro-growth product, 
throughout a "discretionary Sicav 
mandate", thus gaining the benefits 
of working with Europe’s leading 
fund administrator.

LONG-TERM SAVING 
SUPPORTING THE REAL 
ECONOMY
Created in response to the recom-
mendations of the Berger-Lefebvre 
report and introduced in the French 
Finance Bill for 2014, euro-growth 

funds are intended to redirect the 
long-term savings of French inves-
tors into financing the economy 
whilst also offering the potential 
of better financial performance 
than traditional euro-denominated 
funds. To achieve this, savers must 
accept that their capital will only 
be guaranteed after a minimum of 
eight years. In order to help the de-
velopment of these new products, 
policyholders can transfer funds 
from existing policies without 
renoucing to tax benefits (under 
certain conditions). Their policies 
will have three sub-funds: euro-de-
nominated, unit-linked and euro-
growth.

The design of the product must 
meet the expectations of investors 
– attractive yield and an accept-
able level of security – and insur-
ers: optimal profitability given the 
reduction in capital requirements, 
particularly with regard to the 
Solvency II directive.

VALUATION SOLUTIONS 
ADAPTED TO THE 
PRINCIPLES OF 
EURO-GROWTH
Euro-growth funds must be valued 
on at least a monthly basis, and are 
more generally valued weekly. The 
product is based on the account-
ing principle of the ring-fencing of 
assets. CACEIS offers insurance 
companies marketing this product 
two alternative solutions:
▷ A valuation technique simi-
lar to that of a fund with a single 
unit type, with the insurer taking 

responsibility for calculating the 
value of the diversification provi-
sion (rather than the mathematical 
provision) and the net asset value 
per unit.

▷ The possibility of creating three 
types of unit, one for the math-
ematical provision, one for the col-
lective and deferred diversification 
provision and one with ‘direct’ val-
uation of the diversification provi-
sion and calculation of the net as-
set value.
In both cases, the insurer remains 
responsible for the calculation of 
the mathematical provision.

These services are complemented 
by the calculation of management 
fees, the definition of a pricing 
policy and personalised report-
ing. The independent valuation 
of the assets held in the portfolio, 
using a range of pricing sources 
(Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, 
Six Telekurs and Markit) is carried 
out within the highly secure and 
tightly-controlled environment at 
CACEIS, which is well recognised 
by auditors and clients alike (ISO 
9001 certification, SSAE16 and 
ISAE 3402 Type II audits). 

Experts from CACEIS are on hand 
to advise clients and build bespoke 
solutions. An actuary with experi-
ence in SCR calculations, asset/lia-
bility management and investment 
is available to suggest the technical 
solutions best suited to the needs 
of each client and to test them be-
fore they go into production 

What are the main benefits of the new "Objectif Programmé" life insurance fund for 
savers?
Crédit Agricole Assurances subsidiary, Predica, is now offering savers the opportunity to 
diversify their investments across all three categories (non-unit-linked, unit-linked and 
"eurocroissance"). Its new life insurance investment product can be adjusted in line with 
customer requirements in terms of both the investment term (8-40 years) and the level 
of guarantee (80-100%). That flexibility means that it can be customised to suit each 
customer's plans. With "Objectif Programmé", Predica is responding to the current low-
interest-rate environment by offering customers an innovative new solution that offers 
higher potential returns than non-unit-linked funds. 

To what extent to do CACEIS' valuation solutions meet your requirements?
When we were preparing to launch a "eurogrowth" fund, we knew that the valuation 
requirements of this new product were different from those of general assets and 
unit-linked portfolios.
After analysing the situation, we concluded that we needed to value assets weekly, 
and that the level of control over the securities being valued needed to be similar to 
that of a mutual fund. We informed CACEIS of our requirements, and they suggested 
managing the "eurocroissance" assets under a mandate similar to a dedicated fund 
administration mandate. This innovative proposal was the ideal solution to our 
requirements 

Interview with Valérie Fourmaintraux and Cécile Mouton, Crédit Agricole Assurances

In April 2014, 
Thibault 
joined CACEIS 
to develop 
CACEIS’product 
offering 
dedicated to 

Institutional clients: Insurers and 
Pension Funds. Thibault is a Fellow 
of the French Institute of Actuaries 
(2000) with CERA certification 
(2012). Before joining CACEIS, 
Thibault was senior consultant then 
director of Life Insurance Business 
at Towers Watson Paris where he 
led several projects on Solvency II, 
M&A, Modelling, MCEV review. He 
also gained a solid experience in 
Investment, ALM, Risk Management 
and Solvency II regulation through 
11 years in Insurance Companies: 
SACRA and Le Conservateur.

Thibault Guénée
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Euro-growth is likely to become the new 
benchmark in life insurance over the next few 
years and CACEIS has the valuation capacity to 
support insurance groups selling this product.

Valuer of the first euro-growth life 
insurance Investment product

 Crédit Agricole 
Assurances has 
appointed CACEIS 
as valuer for the assets 
of the euro-growth 
product, throughout 
a discretionary Sicav 
mandate.

THIBAULT GUÉNÉE, Product Manager, CACEIS

VALÉRIE FOURMAINTRAUX, Head of Treasury, Accounting and Back-Office Department, Crédit Agricole Assurances and  CÉCILE MOUTON, Financial Management Director, Crédit Agricole Assurances



The latest CACEIS's client seminar in Paris was designed to 
present clients the full scope of CACEIS’s integrated model 
including execution and clearing for cash equities, futures and 

options, collateral management, custody, fund administration servic-
es and reporting. 
The event included testimonial from TOBAM, as well as presentations 
from CACEIS experts, and ending with an audience Q&A. Speakers 
included:

▷ Yves Choueifaty, CEO, TOBAM 

▷ Joe Saliba, Deputy CEO, CACEIS 

▷ Hubert Montcoudiol, Head of Regional Coverage - France 

▷ Marc Giannoccaro, Head of Operational Line - Prime Fund 
Solutions, CACEIS

▷ Philippe Bourgues, Deputy Managing Director CACEIS Bank 
France & CACEIS Fund Administration 

▷ View the presentation on caceis.com 

On Monday 8th December 2014, Joe 
Saliba, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
opened the Nasdaq stock market at the 

Opening Bell Ceremony in Times Square, New 
York. He was accompanied by clients, represen-
tatives from Crédit Agricole’s North American 
entities and CACEIS employees. The event was 
relayed live on Nasdaq’s Livestream channel 
and featured on Twitter and Google+.
Last September, CACEIS was admitted as 

a new clearing member on NASDAQ OMX 
Clearing AB for listed derivatives on Financial 
Products and Commodities. This membership 
opens direct access to the traditional futures and 
options markets of Northern Europe (Sweden, 
Denmark, Finland and Norway), both on finan-
cial products (stocks, indexes, interest rates) 
and commodities (salmon) 
▷ view the video “Nasdaq Stock Market open-
ing Bell - CACEIS” on caceis.com
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Execution to 
Custody Seminar 
in Paris 

CACEIS rings the 
Nasdaq Opening Bell

 In the press - Q4 2014

 Conferences - Q1 2015

December 2014
October 2014
L'Agefi Hebdo
“Collateral Management added value” 
Marc Giannoccaro, Head of Operational 
Line Prime Fund Solutions, CACEIS

November 2014
Das Investment  

“Derivatives clearing”
Holger Sepp,  

Board Member of CACEIS in Germany

Hedgeweek  
“Spike in domestic real estate fund activity”
Clara Dunne, Senior Country Officer, 
CACEIS Dublin Branch

3-4 February 2015
BSI Summit 2015
 

FRANKFURT
25-26 February 2015
SuperReturn International
Barry McGlouin, Business 
Development Manager, CACEIS

BERLIN

4-5 February 2015
FINANZ'15

ZURICH

20 February 2015
The Iberian Private Equity 
Conference
Roberto Colapinto, Head of 

Regional Coverage, South America and South Europe, 
CACEIS

MADRID

28 -30 January 2015
Context Summits Miami 

Context Summits will host the 
premier alternative investment 
event, at the Fontainebleau in 
Miami

MIAMI

12 March 2015
FORUM GI

PARIS

19 - 20 February 2015
4th Annual Collateral Management 
Forum

NEW YORK

November 2014 Financial Services Research 
“CACEIS establishes an integrated  
execution to custody platform” 
Hubert Montcoudiol, Head of Regional 
Coverage, France, CACEIS

http://www.caceis.com/fileadmin/pdf/events/PetitDejeuner/2014-11-20_Petitdejeuner_Produits_EN.pdf
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Follow us

Worldwide
 Source: EFAMA - October 2014

Europe

The combined assets of UCITS and non 
UCITS surpassed the €11 trillion mark for the 
first time ever to end the quarter at  €11,057 
billion. Total net assets of UCITS increased 
by 4.3% during the third quarter to stand at 
€7,807 billion at end September 2013.Total 
net assets of non-UCITS increased by 3.1% 
in the third quarter to stand at €3,250 billion.

Source: EFAMA - November 2014

Country Focus - Germany
France focus in the next CACEIS news

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank

*Including foreign funds

The open-ended property fund 
sector has assets of around €85 
billion with approximately 30% 
of the market currently closed for 
redemptions due to the liquidity 
problems the investment vehicles 
have experienced in the past 
few years. German real estate 
SpezialFonds (institutional 
investment funds) have estimated 
assets of €44 billion. In comparison, 
the listed real estate sector in 
Germany is much smaller at 
between €20 - €25 billion in 
market capitalisation terms (or 
approximately 1.5% of the total 
market). 

Assets by investment type   
(REITs focus) - 31/8/2014

Worldwide Investment  
Fund Assets Q2 2014 (€ trillion)

Net asset of the European 
Fund industry Q3 2014

Investment fund 
assets worldwide 
increased 5.2% 
during the second 

quarter to stand at €25.65 trillion at end June 
2014, an all-time high.

2012 2013 2014

€25.65tr

+5.7%

+5.5%

-6.8%

+7.0%

€11.06tr
+4.0%/Q2 2014

Luxembourg
€3.0tr

Ireland
€1.6tr

France
€1.6tr

Germany
€1.5tr

UK
€1.3tr

Switzerland
€401bn

Italy
€242bn

Sweden
€239bn

Denmark
€224bn

Spain
€223bn

Net sales of Investment Funds
Q2 2014 (€ billion)

In the second quarter of 2014 investment funds 
worldwide registered net inflows amounting 
to €252 billion, down from €292 billion in the 
first quarter. Money market funds worldwide 
experienced a net outflow of €49 billion in the 
second quarter of 2014 after registering a net 
inflow of €21 billion in the first quarter of 2014. 
The global 
outflow from 
money market 
funds in the 
second quarter 
was driven by 
outflows of €52 
billion in the US 
and €22 billion 
in Europe.

320

182

2013 2014

109

229

292
252

€252bn
-13.7%/Q1 2014

UCITS recorded increased net inflows of  
€130 billion in the third quarter of 2014, up 
from €126 billion in the second quarter of the 
year. This marked the third successive quarter 
of UCITS net sales surpassing the €100 billion 
mark.

Net sales of UCITS 
Q3 2014 (€ billion)

20

2012 2013 2014

78

132

12
34

51

126 130
148

€130bn

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 31/8/14

1,152
123

540

489

158

615

585

169

670

683

276

692

731

289

642

576

326

729

652

307

815

710

286

846

651

325

982

730

318

1,071

716

334

1,187

774

1,358
1,522

1,699
1,507

1,707
1,832 1,783

2,037 2,105
2,295

Assets outside investment funds
Spezialfonds
Retail funds

Net assets under management (AuM)  
with German investment companies* (€ billion)  - 31/08/2014

Net Sales of Investment Funds (€ billion) - 31/8/2014

Source: BVI

€2.3tr
+9%/Q4 2013

8%REITs:

The total AUM of the German fund industry 
increased from €2105bn to €2295bn since the 
beginning of 2014. The data also revealed that the 
German asset management market is becoming 
increasingly concentrated, with the 5 largest fund 
providers now controlling 60% of the market share.

The German fund industry has seen inflows of 
€8.5bn, including €5bn to the institutional side 
in August, according to the latest data provided 
by the German asset management industry 
association BVI. Compared to the previous 

month, multi-asset and bond funds increased 
in popularity, institutional investors have also 
demonstrated growing interest in real estate 
Spezialfonds, their assets grew by €3bn in 2014 
and from €14bn to €44bn over the last 10 years. 

Trends by investment type 
Q2 2014 (€ trillion)

+3.2%/Q2 2014

Top Ten

€10.4tr

€5.6tr

€3.2tr

€3.0tr

Equity

Money  
Market

Bonds

Balanced

Equity fund assets worldwide increased 5.7% 
during the second quarter to €10.4 trillion, 
whilst net assets of balanced/mixed funds 
increased by 7.0% to stand at €3.0 trillion. 
Over the same period, net assets of bond funds 
rose 5.5% to stand at €5.6 trillion and net 
assets of money market funds decreased 6.8% 
during the quarter to stand at €3.2 trillion.
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28%

€1,554bn

Bond funds

Mixed funds

Money market
funds

Open-end
real estate funds

Funds of funds

Equity funds

Other funds

28% 
14% 

14% 
2% 

1% 

8% 
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Mixed 
securities-based 
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